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Objective: To detect and characterise enterovirus RNA in skeletal muscle from patients with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) and to compare efficiency of muscle energy metabolism in enterovirus positive and negative CFS patients.

Methods: Quadriceps muscle biopsy samples from 48 patients with CFS were processed to detect enterovirus RNA by two stage, reverse transcription, nested polymerase chain reaction (RT-NPCR), using enterovirus group specific primer sets. Direct nucleotide sequencing of PCR products was used to characterise the enterovirus. Controls were 29 subjects with normal muscles. On the day of biopsy, each CFS patient undertook a subanaerobic threshold exercise test (SATET). Venous plasma lactate was measured immediately before and after exercise, and 30 minutes after testing. An abnormal lactate response to exercise (SATET+) was defined as an exercise test in which plasma lactate exceeded the upper 99% confidence limits for normal sedentary controls at two or more time points.

Results: Muscle biopsy samples from 20.8% of the CFS patients were positive for enterovirus sequences by RT-NPCR, while all the 29 control samples were negative; 58.3% of the CFS patients had a SATET+ response. Nine of the 10 enterovirus positive cases were among the 28 SATET+ patients (32.1%), compared with only one (5%) of the 20 SATET− patients. PCR products were most closely related to coxsackie B virus.

Conclusions: There is an association between abnormal lactate response to exercise, reflecting impaired muscle energy metabolism, and the presence of enterovirus sequences in muscle in a proportion of CFS patients.
The 48 CFS patients comprised 26 men (mean (SD) age, 35.3 (10.0) years) and 22 women (37.5 (10.8) years) (no significant difference in age). Exercise test findings, muscle histometry, and muscle phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy data from some of these patients have been reported previously.19–21

SATET
Lactate responses to exercise at work rates below the predicted anaerobic threshold for each patient were measured as described previously.22 Patients exercised at 90% of the predicted anaerobic threshold work rate (normalised for age, weight, and sex) for 15 minutes. Samples for venous plasma lactate measurements were taken immediately before and after exercise and at 30 minutes postexercise. An abnormal result (SATET+) was defined by a plasma lactate exceeding the previously established upper 99% confidence limit for normal sedentary subjects25 at two or more time points.

Detection and characterisation of enterovirus RNA sequences in muscle
Needle muscle biopsy samples were obtained from vastus lateralis of CFS patients for histological, histochemical, and ultrastructural studies, and for the detection of enteroviral RNA by two stage RT-PCR. Normal tissue for comparison in RT-PCR consisted of 29 muscle samples (three histologically normal biopsies from patients with non-specific leg or arm pain, four samples of abdominal muscle taken at the time of abdominal surgery, six samples of leg muscle taken at the time of amputation in patients without symptoms or signs of neuromuscular disease, and 16 samples from subjects without known muscle disease taken at necropsy examination).

Molecular methods were as described previously.22 Briefly, frozen tissue samples were homogenised in the presence of vanadyl ribonucleoside complex as an RNase inhibitor, and transfer RNA as a carrier, and nucleic acids were recovered by precipitation. Oligonucleotide primers were synthesised on human placental ribonuclease inhibitor (RNAsin; Amersham Daresbury, UK) and prepared messenger RNA for glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD). Tissue samples from normal mice or mice experimentally infected with coxsackie B3 virus were processed for RNA isolation, reverse transcription, and PCR amplification. Sequencing products were separated by electrophoresis on 6% polyacrylamide gels (SEQUAGEL; National Diagnostics) and the nucleotide sequence was determined in each direction. These sequences were compared with all DNA sequences in the SERC SeqNet database, and contained both conserved and variable sequence motifs. Numbering corresponds to the nucleotide sequence of the prototype coxsackie virus B3 strain Nancy.27

PCR amplification. Sequencing products were separated by electrophoresis on 6% polyacrylamide gels (SEQUAGEL; National Diagnostics) and the nucleotide sequence was determined in each direction. These sequences were compared with all DNA sequences in the SERC SeqNet database, and contained both conserved and variable sequence motifs. Numbering corresponds to the nucleotide sequence of the prototype coxsackie virus B3 strain Nancy.27

Statistical analysis
The primary aims of this study were to detect enterovirus sequences in muscle from CFS patients and determine the specificity of the observation by comparison with tissue controls (from non-CFS cases); and to examine the relation between abnormal lactate responses to exercise and the presence of enterovirus RNA in muscle.

The number of instances in which enterovirus RNA was detected in CFS cases compared with the tissue controls, and the proportions of enterovirus positive CFS cases among the SATET+ and SATET− CFS cases (the comparison groups), were compared using Fisher’s exact probability test.

RESULTS
SATET findings
Twenty eight of the 48 CFS patients (58.3%) were SATET+, having venous plasma lactate levels exceeding the control upper 99% confidence intervals25 at two or more time points. The remainder had normal lactate responses to exercise (table 1).

Detection of enterovirus genomic sequences in muscle biopsy samples
mRNA of the housekeeping gene G6PD was successfully reverse transcribed and amplified from all samples.
Enterovirus positive and normal uninfected mouse tissue controls processed in parallel gave the anticipated result in all cases, indicating no cross contamination between reactions.

Muscle biopsy samples from 10 of the 48 CFS patients (20.8%) were positive for enterovirus sequences, yielding the predicted 215 base pairs (bp) amplicon after two stage RT-NPCR (fig 2). All 29 human tissue controls, while positive for the housekeeping gene G6PD, were negative for enterovirus sequences. This shows a significant association between CFS and the detection of enterovirus sequences in muscle (Fisher’s exact probability = 0.011).

Nine of the 10 enterovirus positive cases were among the 28 abnormal responders to SATET (SATET+, 32.1%) compared with only one among the 20 normal exercisers (SATET−, 5%) (table 1, Fisher’s exact probability = 0.031). This distribution gives an odds ratio of 9.00 (95% CI 1.04 to 78.17) in favour of an association between abnormal lactate response to exercise and the presence of enterovirus sequences in muscle.

**Characterisation of PCR products**

The PCR products were characterised by direct nucleotide sequencing. Eight of the 10 amplicons detected in muscle from CFS patients were different from each other. Comparison of these sequences using the SeqNet database showed that in each case the PCR product had greatest homology with the 5’ non-coding region of coxsackie B virus genomic RNA immediately upstream of the start site for translation, compatible with the primer design. The sequence variations relative to the prototypal coxsackie virus B3 strain Nancy (CVB3) of sequence variations are shown relative to the genomic sequence of the prototypal coxsackie virus B3 strain Nancy (CVB3). Sequences in three cases (IE, GH, and OP) were identical to CVB3 strain Nancy in this region. Two others (BP and MG) were identical to each other.

**Fidelity of RT-PCR based sequencing**

Repetitive direct nucleotide sequencing in both directions of analogous RT-NPCR products from tissue from a mouse model of experimental coxsackie virus B3 infection or of other enterovirus types established that no sequence changes were introduced by the experimental procedures.11

**DISCUSSION**

Many CFS patients relate the onset of their symptoms to a preceding viral infection from which they believe they failed to recover fully. Evidence supporting such attribution had been largely anecdotal until recent prospective studies found evidence of protracted fatigue states following certain laboratory confirmed infections, supporting the concept of a postviral or postinfectious fatigue syndrome.4–7 11

We reported previously that a subset of CFS patients had abnormal lactate responses to exercise at work rates below the predicted anaerobic threshold.12 13 Such cases proved less likely to have evidence of psychiatric disorder than cases with normal lactate responses, and the finding could not be explained satisfactorily by the effects of deconditioning or muscle disuse, either on the basis of heart rate responses to exercise14 or from a subsequent analysis of muscle fibre sizes and fibre type proportions.15 Further studies using phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy have shown that some CFS patients have defective muscle energy metabolism,20–23 notably reduced ATP resynthesis rates following exercise, suggestive of mitochondrial dysfunction.21

In the present study, we have correlated abnormal lactate responses to exercise with the detection and characterisation of...
of enterovirus sequences in muscle, employing techniques used successfully by our group and others to demonstrate such sequences in cardiac muscle.12 13 Enteroviral RNA was detected in 10 of 48 muscle biopsies (20.8%) from our CFS patients but not in 29 samples of control tissue from normal subjects or patients with a variety of muscle diseases, showing that the presence of enterovirus sequences in muscle is not typical of the general population. An abnormal lactate response to exercise was present nine times more commonly in CFS patients with enterovirus sequences in muscle than in enterovirus negative cases.

The mechanism whereby dormant infections might lead to the symptoms of CFS is not clear but chronic activation of the immune system and ongoing cytokine production is one possibility.14 Treatment of malignancies with recombining cytokines such as interleukins and IFNγ induces symptoms reminiscent of CFS15 16 and increased levels of cytokines which follow both Q fever38 and parvovirus B19 infection.39 Cytokines such as interleukins and INFγ, and tumour necrosis factor α (TNFα) have been reported in plasma in CFS patients.15-17 TNFα and INFγ appear to be key components in cytokine dysregulation in fatigue syndromes which follow both Q fever and parvovirus B19 infection.40 Analogous to our observations, studies of patients with post-Q-fever fatigue syndrome revealed C. burnetii DNA in blood mononuclear cells, liver, and bone marrow several years after primary infection, and Q fever antigens stimulated aberrant cytokine production in cultured peripheral blood mononuclear cells.41

It must be emphasised that the CFS patients examined in this study may not be representative of the CFS patient population. Many were referred because of prominent muscle symptoms, requiring exclusion of specific neuromuscular diseases. No mechanistic link between defective muscle energy metabolism and enterovirus infection has been established by the present study. Indeed, two patients had identical enteroviral RNA sequence changes but only one had an abnormal lactate response to exercise; mutations at other sites in the viral RNA might therefore determine viral persistence and effects on mitochondrial function. However, the observations presented here support the view that CFS is heterogeneous, and that some cases have a peripheral component to their fatigue related to muscle dysfunction. While the effects of “disuse” and lack of fitness cannot be excluded, previous studies, supported by the evidence presented here, show that some CFS patients have abnormal muscle energy metabolism which is related statistically to the presence of enterovirus sequences in muscle, and that the viruses involved are predominantly coxsackie-B-like. The data support the concept of a true postviral fatigue syndrome following enterovirus infection.
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